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Kernow floppies eat Turkey 
 
A large group of Kernow PG members 
returned to Olu Deniz on Turkeys southern 
coast for more fun and frolics in the sun.  
Eventful moments being that Jon, Dave and 
Mark became SAT monsters (WELL DONE 
GUYS), and Andy ‘Kitesurfer’ Larder piled in 
hard being dragged through bollards and 
across a road.  Andy sadly damaged his back 
and required surgery on his lower vertebrae. 
He had to stay behind in medical care whilst 
the others flew home to blighty.   
Get Well Soon Andy.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jon also spotted Acro champions Mr 
Rodríguez and Mr Unknown?! Loitering about 
the boulevard and just could not resist his 
picture being taken with them……. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New Sites Wind Direction Wheel (page 6) 
 
After months of e-mails, research and 
messing about with several PC programs I 
have finally achieved the dream and 
produced for us our very own Wind Wheel.  I 
recommend you laminate the page and leave 
it in the glove box as a handy tool to aid your 
decision of which site to fly.  It’s aimed more 
at new members who are unfamiliar with our 
sites.       

 Andrew Hancock 
 

Close shave with Helicopter at Perran 
 
Nigel Eagle & John Woollams narrowly 
avoided a close shave with a yellow military 
helicopter based at Culdrose whilst flying at 
Perranporth.  Only whilst ridge soaring along 
near Penhale firing range did they notice a 
large S.O.S alert and an Arrow symbol 
marked clearly in the sand.  They landed 
quickly then witnessed the arrival of the 
helicopter less than 10mins later!  
Investigation showed the helicopter was on a 
practice exercise.  There were no red flags 
flying at Penhale firing range, and no warning 
of this military exercise. Since this event, St 
Mawgan has promised to inform both 
Perranporth and Truro airfields of any activity 
into the Penhale area.  Maybe someone could 
call Culdrose to do the same?! So please 
contact Perran airfield on 01872 552266 
before you fly, they should inform you of any 
such dangers.  Nigel and Jon bring to our 
attention the following (extracted from 
Skywings June 04): 
UK Day Low Flying System (UKDLS) 
Foreign aircraft are not permitted to use 
UKDLS without M.O.D approval.  Our sites 
may be notified by NOTAM’s.  Such sites may 
be afforded 0.5nm/1,000ft AGL mandatory 
avoidance. 
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“Avoidance or warning status would have been possible if 5 or more Hang/Para gliders were 
operating”  
GENERAL WARNING: All of our HG/PG sites have been removed from the military low flying 
chart!  Therefore it’s strongly recommended we call the Low Flying Booking Cell (LFBC) on 
FREEPhone 0800-515444 so that appropriate Notam’s can be promulgated to military flying 
units.  This HAS to be before 20.00Hrs GMT the day before you wish to fly, weekdays Tues-Fri, 
and before 16.00hrs GMT Sundays and Mondays. Adjustment for British summer times translates 
to:  

FREEPhone 0800-515444 
the day before you wish to fly  
Tuesday to Friday before 7pm. 
Sundays and Mondays before 3pm. 

 
 
 

Kernow Cross Country League to June 20th 
 

At last some scores to put in, and some new names. Well done all, and keep it up. 
 

Newly Entered Cross Countries  
 

Date Name Total(ml) Total(km) 

10-Mar-04 Jon Trewartha 6.58 4.09 
12-Mar-04 Jon Trewartha 14.56 9.04 

6-Jun-04 Jon Trewartha 6.28 3.90 
12-Jun-04 Pete Coad 29.28 18.18 
13-Jun-04 Alan James 2.80 1.74 
19-Jun-04 Barry Green 22.34 13.88 
19-Jun-04 Roger Green 13.35 8.29 

 
KHPA Cross Country League 2003-04 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name Team flight 1 flight 2 flight 3 flight 4 defined Total 

Pete Coad elves 18.18 17.98 14.8 14.14 14.68 79.78 

Graham Phipps dwarves 18.98 16.33 13.45 12.42  61.18 

Patrick Buxton pixies 21.76 14.14    35.9 

Steve Hawken fairies 8.87 4.87    13.74 

Phil Whitelaw elves 3.58     3.58 

Jon Trewartha fairies 9.04 4.09 3.9   17.03 

Alan James dwarves 1.74     1.74 

Barry Green goblins 13.88     13.88 
Roger Green goblins 8.29     8.29 
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Four & a half days by Jon Trewartha 
 

After Andy Hancock going further than me last year something 
had to be done to stop his head exploding and this was to fly 
further than him from the our only inland XC site - Carn Brea. 

  
Day One looked good, I was keen, Alan was keen and Timmy was there too. 

Sweet! the whole hill to ourselves! Take off - I was forced to go first, as always test pilot & Guinea pig what-ever I didn’t 
mind. The day looked good, with a nice burnt patch within the gorse below take off providing a new landing area beneath 
me. I took the plunge and flew out into sink, lift, sink, Lift, Sink, LIFT, SINK. You get the picture “the perfect day!” After 
scratching around for a bit and catching the odd blip, I soon realized the new landing area was giving off almost constant 
thermic lift, so although the wind was light it was pretty easy to stay up, because as you know you normally bomb out in 
the big sink before the big thermal, but it was not a problem as the black burnt patch was a good save point. 
After getting comfortable with the air and gaining height, I pushed out over the fields to an area lit by a bright patch of sun 
and suddenly hit a big one. Wicked!! Turning after the golden rule I cored the bitch up to 358 m above take off, so look 
out Andy here I come!!  Unfortunately I did not find another thermal and the glide took me to the small Aerial with the 
satellite dishes behind Four Lanes. His XC title was still safe! After realizing the mobile was dead and that I didn’t have a 
radio for a contact being a couple of miles from nowhere (XC is fun). I hopped, skipped and caught a taxi back to the hill 
after borrowing a local farmers phone (thanks farmer).  Costing me ten pound for the taxi (bank holiday fares), I thought 
I’d better stay by the Carn Brea hill to save money…..as tomorrow was looking good, and once home I could charge the 
batteries up on the phone and radio.  

Day Two: was there, but the weather was not great! The wind was more on the hill than the day before, but it 
had also increased to 18mph some times 20 or 21.This was not good, and taking off down the slope a bit is a bit dodgy! So 
we waited……which paid off, for when the thermals came through conditions went light enough to take off in. The day was 
dull overcast but there was good lift, 7 up was the best thermal I recorded, and 10 down in the shit.  
 Again catching another thermal, coring the bitch up getting to 537m above take off, I set off down wind on a glide to 
victory. Unfortunately not making it as far as planned (bombed out).  I packed my wing and stuck the thumb out on the 
road, and actually got a lift back to the hill (sweet!). Again, not beating Andy!  The next day was similar, and the next day 
again, although the gap was definitely disappearing on distance. 

Day Five: This day meant looking after the kids, and it looked the best of all! The pain was too great. I had rung 
Culdrose and asked if it was all clear, I suggested going over or around their air space, they said yes but a glider club was 
there so be aware!  The kids were packed off to nannies, and I was on the hill again. Missing the morning big patch of 
cloudless blue I thought I had missed it, though the breeze felt a good 12/15 mph so it was worth a go. I flew off almost 
straight into a ‘Biggy’. So again cored the bitch up to 507 m, but it didn’t last long. So I headed back to the hill, because 
the down wind thing got me nowhere. Then suddenly another two “wicked” thermals, ok back to the hill we go, then 
another, and another, although the hill was slowly disappearing I kept this up for at least 15 thermals. Always going back 
up wind and getting another. It seemed to work as before I knew it Culdrose was in sight and my drift in the lift was taking 
me towards it.  With no great height I decided to go around Culdrose airspace by heading for a village, arriving at it with 
about a 1000 feet.  I waited over and around this village, expecting a bit of lift but ended up sinking and drifting slightly 
backward.  I roughly calculated my landing and roughly landed there with a going backwards super John landing thingy 
WaaHa!!!! Beat him!! I thought, but where was I? ‘Gweek’ a local told me and Alan the star man came to my rescue and 
picked me up.  Thanks Al, Sorry Andy - your turn to beat me now. 
Ps. I was joking about your head….that’s your ass on top of you neck surely ha ha!!   
 
Well done Jon.  A total distance of 8 ¾ Miles or 13Km. 
 
Carn Brea XC tips:  
Carn Brea works best in a light 8-10mph NNW-NNE cool smooth airflow with 
unstable conditions that allow cumulous to develop.  Sometimes the ridge can be 
practically unsoarable due to its shallow profile, the trick for XC being to be 
patient and timing the thermal cycles coming through take off so as to launch into 
one.  The Carn Brea ridge and monument act as an excellent trigger point for 
thermals generated by heat sources out front like Camborne and Redruth.  Get 
high as possible and drift back with the thermal towards Four Lanes TV mast on 
ridge directly behind take off.  Here likewise you should find more thermals 
triggering off to help you on your way southwards.  From height you should look 
out and aim for the other 2 ‘high’ bits of land downwind one being Carnmenellis.  
These also have aerials on top and should be triggering thermals for you. If low 
try to avoid the large wooded areas and flying directly over Stithians Resevoir as 
you will only find sinky air here.  Fly along their edges as here is best for any 
thermal development and trigger points due to greater temperature differences 
between them and their surroundings.  If you are lucky enough to be high then fly 
the clouds.  Glide fast through the blue holes between clouds and slow down 
under them to utilize lift.   
The Lizard peninsula often has a large area of sea breeze convergence cloud 
(see photo) forming above it which normally lies orientated north-south on a line 
roughly starting just behind Four Lanes and ending several miles offshore of 
Lizard point.  This is your highway to heaven – or getting somewhere downwind 
of Carn Brea to the Lizard at least!!  Use thermals to connect with the 
convergence where you should find lift everywhere!         
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KKnnooww  YYoouurr  SSiitteess………………  

 

Hayle ‘Electric Works’ O.S: SW 553 384 

Wind Directions: WSW - WNW  Pilot Level: CP with good ground Handling 

 
**PARAGLIDING ONLY** NOT RECOMMENDED FOR HANGLIDING AS SITE TOO SMALL. 
 

 
 
Site Description:   
80ft high sand dune ridge which standing directly above wide flat open beach. 
 
Take Off:  
Take off lies just over the dune to the immediate front right of the car park. You can take off 
anywhere along the top of this little flat topped dune ridge, but if you don’t like the flat top 
because of rotor then the big sandy bowl in the dune face is the best place for take off.  
 
Top Landing:  
On take off ridge, NOT behind dunes.  
 
Bottom Landing:  
Anywhere on the sandy beach at any tide. 
 
Hazards:  
1 The Power station behind take off is NOT a place to fly in strong conditions due to ROTOR. 
2 Thermals are here on a WSW to a W wind direction due to coming over the land from St Ives.   
3 Do NOT land in the car park unless you are sure it’s safe as there can big ROTOR here.  
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XC Potential:  
Virtually none…unless you are lucky enough to catch a sea/land thermal popping off St Ives 
drifting on a Westerly wind which triggers off The ‘Electric Works Site’ between October and 
April…….NO ONE HAS XC’d from Hayle yet - Not even local resident Skygod John Trewartha! 
 
How to get there & Parking: 
Drive along main road through Hayle which goes along the harbour and shops. Look out for 
‘Philps’ bakery on corner.  You should turn off onto small Black bridge nearby.   Over the bridge 
follow bumpy road with harbour on your left, industrial workings on right.  Drive right to end and 
park in gravelled car park directly above Porth Kidney sands, with the estuary mouth on your left 
and the old power station on your right. 
 

 
 
Site Contact: John Trewartha on 01736 757771 or 07816531991 
 
(Thankyou to John Trewartha for his efforts putting this site review together) 
 
All information is for guidance only. All pilots must make their own 
assessment of the site.  
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OO ff ff ii cc ii aa ll   SS ii ttee ss   
    WW ii nn dd   DD ii rr ee cc tt ii oo nn   WW hh ee ee ll   

   June 2004  
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MINUTES OF THE MAY MEETING OF THE 
KERNOW HANG GLIDING AND PARAGLIDING ASSOCIATION 

MONDAY 14th JUNE 2004 
 
Welcome: Alan Phipps, standing in for Chairman Pete, welcomed the chairman and publicity officer 
of the Redruth and District Model Flying Club. A welcome was also extended to new faces Alan 
Knight, Jack Barton, Jo Webber and Jeffery Wood. 
 
Apologies: Apologies were received from Roger Green, Graham Phipps who was away at Millau, John 
Woodhams who was working and Paddy, who was detained on the toilet. 
 
The Minutes of the last meeting were read and agreed. 
 
Correspondence: An e mail from Bill Morris was received concerning the fund to buy Shining Tor. 
The auction is at the beginning of July, so he was asking for our pledge to be sent. He emphasized 
that if they were unsuccessful in the purchase, the money would be returned as soon as possible. 
Alan had received correspondence from the National Trust saying that they objected to the style of 
our sign at Vault Bay. We had to remove it, at our own expense, and replace it with another of a 
design that met with their approval. Alan had discussed it with Chairman Pete, and decided, with 
approval from the meeting, that we just won’t replace it. 
  
Matters arising: Vicky was not present, so she could not provide feedback about Flushing or 
Trehayne Vean.  Jon reported about his meeting with the owner of Kenneggy. The farmer will write 
up some rules and give them to Jon to discuss and negotiate, but in the meantime, there should be 
no more than four flying days per month, and no more than four pilots flying per day. 
 
Training: Mark reported lots of training going on, with several students working towards their EPs 
and CP’s. Graham was not present to report. 
 
Competitions: Patrick told of the Nationals competition at Long Mynd. Three good days were flown, 
with varying amounts of success for the Kernow pilots, with three (Patrick, Steve H and Graham P) 
reaching goal on the Sunday, Patrick’s first ever competition goal flight, for which he was 
congratulated, and Geoff Brooks flying his first three proper cross country flights, which also earned 
congratulations. 
 
Club Flying: Pete Coad was reported to have flown to The Lizard from Carn Brea on the previous 
Saturday-Patrick scatting down Caz and Alan in his attempts to follow the guru, and managing a few 
miles himself.  
The paragliding boys told of their adventure in Turkey, with plenty of thrills and spills, marred by the 
serious injury of Andy Larder, which dampened spirits, and also raised concerns over the insurance 
cover. 
 
Incidents: No incidents, other than Andy’s, were owned up to. 
 
XC Flying: Alan James reported flying his paraglider from Carn Brea to Nine Maidens. Jon Trewartha 
told of a short out and return from Godrevy, with interesting sea breeze conditions. 
 
Any Other Business:  
Paul and Gay, joined by the rest of the members, congratulated each other on passing their Pilot 
exams. 
Nigel Eagle warned of yellow helicopters at hill top level at Perranporth. Apparently they are army 
training helicopters, and we should ask St Mawgan to notify Perranporth Airfield, who can then notify 
us, if they are going to be training in future. 
Roger Full drew attention to his notice in the last bulletin regarding Carbis Bay parking. 
Brian raised his concern over the 14 hour wait for Andy’s insurers to give the go ahead for his 
operation in Turkey. He could not fault the efficiency of the hospital, or Yvonne Jukes, the delay was 
purely the fault of the underwriters.  He felt that BHPA should be made aware of this, especially as 
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others had similar tales to tell. It was decided to put it on the agenda for July’s meeting, to be 
discussed at length with all members. 
Alan warned that kite flying of the wireless aerial at St Agnes Head, up to a height of 600ft, had 
started again, so beware. 
He also said that he had tried to get on to the air traffic website, as featured in Skywings, but had 
great difficulty. 
 
Meeting with the aero modellers: their chairman told us how Paddy had attended their monthly 
meeting, but without warning, so it was agreed that they should come to ours. He said that they had 
had discussions about the conflict between Dave and an unknown modellers at St Agnes. None of 
their members knew about the incident or the model flier, but they had agreed to have a meeting of 
representatives of all the modellers clubs in the area, and Paddy from KHGA, to agree on a code of 
conduct. They would then put a notice in the national modelling magazine, to notify all modellers, 
including those who come down on holiday.  
We all agreed that the best way to avoid conflict is to approach each other whenever we turn up on 
the hill, which is what happens most of the time anyway. 
Mark Butler said he would remind Paddy to arrange the meeting. 
 

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 9.30. 
 
 

 
 

 
Dates for your diary 

 
 

• Deadline for articles appearing in July bulletin:   20th July……well this 
is the ABSOLUTE deadline guys and gals.  Ideally get material to me well 
before this say between 10th-15th as it’s not fair everyone sending me stuff at 
the last minute and then expecting me to spew out a nice looking exciting 
bulletin overnight for posting the next day on the 21st! - editor  


